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On lightly compact spaces 
ORHAN OZER 
1. Introduction. A topological space X is called lightly compact if every 
locally finite family of open sets of X is finite. Several characterizations of light 
compactness are given in [1] and [2]. Two well-known characterizations of these 
spaces are: a space X is lightly compact iff every countable open cover of X 
contains a finite subfamily whose union is dense in X\ and, every countable open 
filter base has an adherent point. The aim of this note is an investigation of lightly 
compact spaces. We give some characterizations of light compactness in term of 
regular-open, regular-closed sets. We also prove some structural properties of such 
spaces. 
Recall that a set U is regular-open if U = U and a set F is regular-closed if 
F = F where denotes the closure of a set and ° denotes the interior of a set. 
2. Results. We first prove a lemma. 
Lemma 1. The family of closures of members of a locally finite, infinite family 
is not finite. 
Proof . Let ¥ = {Wll\o!.£A} be a locally finite, infinite family of subsets 
of a topological space X. Suppose {¡^ | is finite, say only the sets 
W^, Wat, ..., Wtn are distinct. Since >P = {Wa | a£A} is an infinite family, then at 
least one of the sets W , W , ...,Wa is the closure of infinitely many Wa. 
Suppose W is the closure of infinitely many Wa. Take any x£Wx . Then this 
implies that every neighbourhood of x meets infinitely many Wa. This is a contra-
diction with iP being a locally finite family. 
The following theorem shows that the open sets in the definition of lightly 
compactness may be replaced with regular-closed sets. 
Theorem 1. A space X is lightly compact i f f every locally finite family of 
regular-closed sets is finite. 
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Proof . Let A' be a lightly compact space and &={FX \ a^A) be a locally 
finite family of regular-closed sets. Since Fa=Fa for each {Fx | a£A} is 
a locally finite family of open sets of the lightly compact space X. Hence {Fx \ ct£A} 
is finite. Thus the family & is finite. 
Conversely, suppose {Gx | at A} is a locally finite family of open sets. Then 
{G„ | a^A} is a locally finite family of regular-closed sets. By hypothesis, {Ga | a£A} 
is finite. By Lemma 1, the family {G„ | ot£A} is finite. Hence X is lightly compact. 
We next give another characterization theorem for light compactness. 
Theorem 2. In a topological space X the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is lightly compact. 
(ii) Every countable regular-open cover of X contains a finite subfamily whose 
unión is dense in X. 
(iii) For any countable family of regular-open sets {G„ | =1 ,2 , . . . } with the 
CO 
finite intersection property, p| 
n = 1 
(iv) For any countable family of regular-closed sets {F„ | « = 1,2, ...} such that 
co m „ 
f) F„=0, there exists a finite subfamily {Fl5 F2 , ..., Fm} such that H F ,=0 . 
n = l ¡ = 1 
Proof . It is straightforward. 
We next give a sufficient condition for a space X to be lightly compact. 
Theorem 3. Let X be any topological space. If every point of X is contained 
in only finitely many open sets, then X is lightly compact. 
Proof . Suppose X is not lightly compact. Then there exists a locally finite 
family !P of open sets which is not finite. Let x£X and let Nx be an open neigh-
bourhood of x meeting only finitely many W^ f , say NxC\W(X¡9í9 (/ = 1, 2, ..., ri) 
and NxC\Wa=0 for all a a ^ a2,...., a„. This implies that x$Wx if a ^ a j , a 2 , . . . , a„. 
By. Lemma 1, there are infinitely many Wx and x£X—Wx, a ^ ^ , a2, ..., a„. That 
is, x is contained in infinitely many open sets.. This is a contradiction which completes 
the proof. 
Theorem 4. A space X is lightly compact whenever a dense subset of it is 
lightly compact. 
Proof . Let A be a lightly compact dense subset of X. If {G„\n=1,2, ...} 
is a countable open filter base in X, then {G„f)A | n = l , 2, . . .} is a countable 
open filter base in A. Since f ) ( G „ r U ) V 0 , then f ) Hence X is lightly 
n = l 11 = 1 
compact. 
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We know that in a first countable Hausdorff space every countably compact 
subset is closed. The following theorem shows that a similar result can also be 
obtained for lightly compact spaces. 
Theo rem 5. Every lightly compact subset of a first countable Hausdorff space 
is closed. 
Proof . Let Y be a lightly compact subset of a first countable Hausdorff 
space X. Suppose Y is not closed in X. Take y£Y—Y. Let {G„ \ n=\, 2, ...} 
be a countable open neighbourhood base at y. Then {G„ny | «=1 ,2 , ...} is 
a countable open filter base in Y which has no adherent point because 
n ( G . n i y g n ( P i n y ) = { y } n r = 0-
n=l n=l 
This is a contradiction. 
It is known that a continuous image of a lightly compact space is lightly compact. 
For a weakly continuous function we have the following theorem. First recall that 
a function / : X—Y is weakly continuous [3] if for each x£X and each open set 
V containing f(x), there exists an open set U containing x such that f(U)QY. 
Equivalently, / : X— Y is weakly continuous iff for each open set V in Y, we have 
f-\V)Q[f-\V)f ([3], Theorem 1). 
Theorem 6. A weakly continuous image of a countably compact space is lightly 
compact. 
Proof . Let X be a countably compact space and f:X-*Y be a weakly 
continuous onto function. If {G„ [« = 1,2,. . .} is a countable open cover of Y, 
then U f~l{Gtt)=X• Since/is weakly cont inuous, / - 1 (GJg[/- 1 (G„)]°for«=l ,2 , . . . . n=i _ 
Hence {[/-1(G„)]° | n = l , 2, ...} is a countable open cover of X. Since X is 
countably compact, there exists a finite subfamily {Gx, G2, ..., G„} such that n _ 
U[/_1(G i)]°=A'- Take any y£ Y. Since / is onto, there exists an x£X such that 
>f{x)=y. Suppose xd[f-\Gj)f, 1 Sj^n. So xdf-\Gj), that is f(x)=y<iGj, 
l^j^n. Hence U G~Y. Thus Y is lightly compact. 
i»l 
N. LEVINE [4] has introduced the concept of strongly continuous function. 
A function f:X—Y is said to be strongly continuous iff f(A)Qf(A) for every 
subset A of X. For a strongly continuous function we have: 
Theorem 7. A strongly continuous image of a lightly compact space is countably 
compact. 
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Proof . Let X be a lightly compact space and f:X-»Y be a strongly continuous 
and onto function. If {G„ | n= 1,2, ...} is a countable open cover of Y then 
U f~KGn)=X. Since / is strongly continuous, hence continuous, {/~1(G„) \ n-l 
n= 1,2, ...} is a countable open cover of X. Since X is lightly compact there 
m 
exists a finite subfamily { / " K G i ) , / - 1 ^ ) f~\Gm)} such that \jf~x(G^=X. j=I 
This implies that 
(m \ m m m 
U / - 1 (Gf) ) = U f { f - \ G d ) g u / t r 1 «? , - ) ) = U Gt. 
i = l ' ¡=1 ¡ = 1 i = l 
That is, Y is countably compact. 
Theo rem 8. A one-to-one continuous map from a regular lightly compact 
space X onto a first countable Hausdorff space Y is a homeomorphism. 
P r o o f . Let f :X—Y be a continuous one-to-one and onto map. Let F be 
a closed subset of X. It can be shown that F can be written as an intersection 
of regular-closed subsets of the regular space X. Say F— C\Ca, where all C„ are xej 
regular-closed subsets. Since X is lightly compact, for all a£A, Ca is a lightly 
compact subset of X [1]. Hence for all cc£A, f(Ca) is a lightly compact subset 
of Y. By Theorem 5, for all ct£A,f(Ca) is a closed subset of Y. Since / is one-to-
one, therefore 
/ ( F ) = n / ( 0 
That is, / ( F ) is closed in Y. Thus / is a closed map, and hence it is a homeo-
morphism. 
Recall that a space (Z, r) is called first countable and Hausdorff minimal if 
r is first countable and Hausdorff, and if no first countable Hausdorff topology 
on X is strictly weaker than r. 
Coro l l a ry . [6. 2. 6. Theorem (vii)] A first countable, regular, lightly compact 
Hausdorff space is first countable and Hausdorff minimal. 
SINGAL [5 ] has introduced the concept of nearly compact space. A space X is 
called nearly compact if every open cover of X has a finite subfamily such that the 
interiors of closures of sets in this family covers X. It can be shown that a space is 
nearly compact iff the intersection of a family of regular-closed sets with finite inter-
section property is not empty. 
It is known that the product of a lightly compact space and a compact space is 
lightly compact. The next theorem gives a generalization of this result. 
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Theorem 9. The product of a lightly compact space and a nearly compact space 
is lightly compact. 
Proof . Let X be a nearly compact space and Y be a lightly compact space. 
To show that the product space XX Y is lightly compact, it is enough to prove that 
every countable open filter base has an adherent point in XxY. Let S—{G„ | 
« = 1,2,3, . . .} be a countable open filter base in XXY. Then n2(S) = {/72(G„) | 
«=1, 2, 3, ...} is a countable open filter base in Y, where iT2 is the second projec-
OO _ _ _ _ _ _ 
tion. Since Y is lightly compact, /72(<f) has an adherent point, that is Q /72(G„)Ti0. 
Take y£ f ) n2(G„). If V is an open set containing y, then for all n, vr\n2(Gn)9£9. 
Hence for all n, n2\V)C]Gtt^Q. Let 771(/72-1(F)nGII) = i7F,)1. All UVi„ are 
open sets in X. Now the family 
{E/v,n I V is °P e n i n Y and y£V, n=1,2,3,...} 
has the finite intersection property in X. In fact, 
UVl.nin UVi,„2 = i l1 (n2-1 ( K , ) n G J n n 1 (/72-1 ( F 2 ) n G j i 
i n, {[/72-' (KO 0 G„J n [/72-1 (F2) fl G„J} = I I 1 H F2) fl (Gni fl G„2)] ^ 0. 
Hence the family {UV-n \ V is open in Y and y£V, n = 1, 2, 3, ...} is a collection 
of regular-closed sets with the finite intersection property. Since X is nearly-
compact, Uv „^0. Let x^riUy „. If we show that (x, y) is an adherent point 
V,n ' V,n 
of the filter base $ in XX Y, then the proof will be completed. Suppose MxN 
is a basic open set containing (x, y) in XXY. It is clear that MC\ for 
all n. Thus MCMIi(II2 \N)HG„)^0 for « = 1 ,2 , . . . . Consequently (MXN)C1 
HGn?i0 for all n, that is (x, y)£ H G„. So XXY is lightly compact. n=i 
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